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CHAPTEB.I 

~ODUCTIONANDREVIEW OF TiiE LITERATURE 

It has been commonly observed in l~arni:ng experiments that when 

an-organism has been trained to respond to one stimulus or stimulus 

complex this respon~e will, on subsequent occasions, be elicited 

by other similar stimulio· This behavior has \:,een described variously 

as irradiation, transfer 0£ training,"and. spread 0£ effect. In 

Clark Hull's (1943, 1951) formulized theoretical system this particular 

effect has been conceptualized under the construct, stimulus 

generalization (SG) o In Essential.a ,!! Behavior (1951) SG is defined 

as follows: 
0 

Wheri: a stimulus (S) is connected with a response (R) 
in a lea.ming situatjpn, not only that stimulus acquires 
a capacity to evoke the response, but other adjacent 
stimuli on the same stimulus continuum also .acquire the 
capacity, though to a diminishing-degree (p. 86). 

Stimulus generalization has been used on an intervening variable 

to describe the performance of maey ditf'erent types of-organisms 

on a variety of tasks (Guttman & Kalish, 19,56; Hovland, 1937a, 

1937b, 1937c; Jenkins f.~ison, 19.58)0 Though utility of' this concept 

has often been questioned (Lashley & Wade, 1946; Prokasy & Hall, 1.963; 

Ra.zl'lan, 1949), SG has, nevertheless, continued to carry a hea'V'Y" 

explanatory burde.n in 9ontemporary psychology. 

The most recent critique (Prokasy & Hall, 1963) of this concept 

has dealt most thorough:cy, with the problems inherent in the continued 
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use of the term stimulus generalization and has pointed up the need 

for further researcho Their opinion is that the concept or SG adds 

nothing new to the field or psychology and they feel that terms 

like orienting reflex, attention, and failure to discriminate will 

account for the observed behavior o. 

Pavlov (1927) in his work .with conditioning in dogs first 

observed the phenomenon now known as SGo Classical conditioning 

studies constitute the preponderance ot the research in this area, 

although lately an instrumental conditioning approach has been 

utilized (Brown, Bilodeau& Baron, 1951; Brown, Clarke & Stein, 
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1958; Grice & Saltz, 1950; Guttman & Kalish, 19.56; Xalish & Guttman, 

1957, 1959). Generalization phenomena have been observed by researchers 

manipulating pitch (Hovland.t 1937a; Humphreys, 1939; Wickens, Schroder & 

Snide, 19.54), light intensity (Bass, 19.58; Brown, 1942), sound 

intensity (Fink & Patton, 1953; Hovland, 1937b), size (Grive & 

Saltz, 19 50), temporal factors (Rosenbaum, 19 51), pattern (Gibson, 

1941; Postman,· 1951), hue. (Guttman & Kalish, 19.56; Kalish & Guttman, 

1957), and cutaneou, (Bass & Hull, 1934)0 It has been the general 

conclusions ot the above research that SG-like gradients can be 

obtained in a variety of sense modalities with human§.so 

Hull (1947) and Mednick & Freedn'lan (1960.) provide comprehensive 

review articles. or the research in the area of SGo These articles 

indicate that there is a considerable lack of agreement with respect 

to the basic aspects ot SGo 

Although the utility- o£ ',SG has been seriously questioned by many

researchers it would seem profitable to investigate the variables 

that influence it, as it plays an important role in modern behavior 



theory. According to Cross (1959), whether SG is learned or innate, 

whether the behavior observed is due to generalization or sensitization 

is relatively unimportant, in view or the large amount or valuable 

research that has been generated by this constructo 

Brown, Bilodeau & Baron (1951) were the first to deal with SG 

as a strictly empirical.construoto They demonstrat$d a phenomenon 

similar to tactual generalization with a visual-spatial task requiring 

a voluntaryresponse<> Their apparatus consisted of seven lamps, 
0 horizontally spaced at 8 intervals.,. The§. was told to respond to 

the'lighting of the center lamp but not to respond to the,lighting 

or the peripheral lampso Brown, Clarke & Stein (1958) using the 

same apparatus, attempted to eliminate a prdcedural problem raised 

by .Andreas ,(19.54) relating to the possible effect of inhibitory 

instructions on the generalization gradients o The ! • s task was to 

identify each lamp as a horse, with each trial being a raceo The 

S was to guess which horse would wino The Ss showed regularly 
- - ,'j. 

decreasing gradients as a function of the distance t:ro.athe center 

lampo The center lamp •twon" 80~ of the time compared to the peripheral 

lamps which, collectively9 "won" 20~ of the time, each With equal 

frequencyo 

An experimental study dealing with SG on a visual-spatial task 

using retard.ates as Ss was done by . Barnett (1959) o He compared 

the perfomanoe of normals and retardates with two,different levels 

of original trainingo The results indicated that the number or. 

original training trials had a,signif'icant effect on the generalization 

gradients, ioeo, there was a·signif'io~ntly greater amount of SG 

following a-high number o.r training trials then with a low number 
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of training trials., The inteUigence grsoup4S .tailed to di:fter··signiticantly 

in·magnitude o.t SGo 

The method employed in the above mentioned studies dealing with 
r spatial generalization on visual-spatial tasks was utilized in the 

present investigationo· It has appeared that it would be a f'ruitful 

way to investigate generalization phenomenon with retarded!so 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose ot the present study was to experimentally investigate 

the generalization behavior of normal and intelleetua.l.ly retarded 

!so Specifically, the following were considered: (1) the shape 

of· the generalization gradient ot response frequency obtaine.d on a 

visual-spatial task; (2) the shape of the generalization gradient 

ot latency or response; (3) a comparison ot the.se gradients .. in 

normal and retarded!s; and (4) changes in the shape of the generali-

zatien gradients over repeated. tl".ials., 

It was assumed that the training trials would build up a 

tendency to react to the.centrally located stimulus which would 

generalize to the peripheral stimuli., This tendency would decrease 

as a function of the distance away from.the center stimulio It was 

expected that the normal !s would make fewer generalized responses 

than the retardates initia.l.ly, and that~~ would be reflected in 

a,signitica.nt·Lights X Groups interaction, i°'-e .. , the overall 

g·eneralization gradients for the retar.dates would be flatter. It 

was predicted originally that the performance ot the two groups. 

would differ, but at the same. time it was also expected ·that 

generalized responses would decrease for both groups over the repeated 



trials until their performance coincidedo It was predicted1that both 

groups would show regular~ decreasing response latencies with the 

retarded §.s showing a significant~ longer response latency for the 

entire experimento 

5 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

Sixteen retarded institutionalized patients and 16 normal 

juniQr high and high school students were used as §.s. The Peabody' 

Picture Vocabulary 1'est (PM), Form A, was administered as.a 

criterion to provide a verbal measure of intelligence across all 

!,so Chronological age (CA) was.held constant across both groups. 

Ten male and 6 female retarded §.s were drawn from the population 

or Parsons State Hospital and Training Center, Parsons, Kansas. 

The mean age of the sample was 1.5-8 yrso and the mean IQ was 68~87 

on the PPVT (for standard deviation and range see Table I). All 

available patients were used that met the selection crite.ria. or: 

(1) CA. between 14 .. 5 yrs~ and 16.5 yrso; and (2) IQ•s between 45 

and 70 on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. The Wechsler 

was used in the initial. selection or !s,. as all o:t th, patients 

had been administered this particular test within the last two 

years. The IQ range o~ the Wechsler was 46 to 70, with a mean IQ 

of 59.250 

Nine male and 7 female normal Ss were drawn from the Stillwater -
Junior-High School and the StiUwater Senior High School. The mean 

age or the normal s&111ple was 15-4 yrs. a~ the mean ·IQ was 113/3 

on the PPVT (tor standard deviation and range see Table I).· 
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TABLE I 

Means, Standard Deviation, and Range of Intelligence and 
Chronological Age for Normal and Retarded Subjects 

Normal IQ CA 
.§.s 

(mos.) Range (yrs.) M S.D. Range M S.D. 

11). J 9.6 100!"125 1.5-4 4.8 14.1-16.2 

Retarded IQ CA 
Ss 

M S.D. Range M S. D. (mos.) Range (yrs.) 

68.87 8.9 54-87 l.5-8 6.4 14.8-16.6 

Subjects not meeting the following criteria were eliminated 

from the study: (1) no observable motor and/or visual impairments; 

(2) ability to verbalize their understanding of the instructions on 

the first and second replication; and (J) ability to verbalize the 

task they had been performing on the last replication. The third 

criterion was incorporated to determine if.§. had retained the 

instructions over the ten trials. Three .§.s were dropped from the 

study. One normal.§. and one retarded.§. were dropped because they 

could not repeat the essential instructions and one retarded.§. was 

not used because ~f gross motor problems. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus (Figure 1) employed in the present study was a 

modified form of the apparatus used by Brown, et al, 1951. The 

major component of the apparatus was a 6 ft . X 1. 5 ft. X .75 in. 

curved, flat black, J/4 in. plywood panel. The apparatus was 

7 
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mounted on a base that was 5o5 ft. X 2 fto X 1 in., which was placed 

on a standard laboratory table 29 ino high. Seven lamps (6 v., 0.9 w.) 

were fastened to the panel in a horizontal row, uniformly spaced at 

0 8 intervals. The lamps were 38 in. from the floor. The panel was 

curved along a 5 ft. radius so that all lamps were equidistant from 

the .§.'s nose when he was seated directly in front of and 5 ft. away 

from the center lamp. A telegraph key attached to a school desk on 

the §.' s right side was used as a reaction key. ! sat behind the 

apparatus and could turn on any of the seven lamps by means of a 

selector switch. Frequency and latency of response were measured by 

! to the nearest 1/100 sec. by means of a Standard Electric Timer. 

A step relay was attached to the apparatus to prevent! from correcting 

a generalized responseo The light duration was calibrated to J/100 

seco by a Hunter interval timer. 

Procedure 

Each! was randomly assigned to a 15-min. experimental period 

during which he was seen individually by!• This initial experimental 

period consisted of both pre-training trials and a test series. 

Following experimental periods were devoted to test series only. 

After§. was seated instructions were given to respond as 

rapidly as possible to the lighting of the center lamp, but not to 

respond to the lighting of arzy- of the peripheral lamps. A response 

consisted of! lifting his finger from the reaction key. If! did 

not respond within. 2 sec. after the lighting of a lamp, it was scored 

as no response. After reading of the instructions! flashed the 

center lamp and waited for! to respond. Then, one of the six 
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peripheral lamps was pre.sented with J correcting! it he responded. 

The instrucrl;,ions were read again and 20 training trials were 

administered followed without interruption by the first test series • 

. A test series consisted of 25 conditioning trials on the cente:r-

lamp interspersed with one presentation of each of the six peripheral 

laps in a random series. Five randomq ordered .data sheets were 

prepared with the stipulation that at least three but never more 

than seven trials with the center lamp separate each presentation of 

a peripheral lamp. · The data sheets were assigned at random to the 

ten replications. Frequency of.response and latency of response were 

recorded. 

The instructions were: 

This is what I want you to do. See this key? 
Now, hold it down with your finger. Now, when this 
· light (I points to center lamp, S4). comes on, you J.et 
go of the key as ~ as you can. But, when: these 
other ·lights (! points in general to the peripheral 
lamps) come on, you don•t let go of the key. Okay? 
Let•s try it. (I gives one presentation of S4 and 
waits for the .!'s response, then'! gives one presentation 
of one of the peripheral lights~ Got it? Now, when 
this light comes on, you let go ·or the key and when 
these come on, you.dol'\•t. (!he ! again points out the 

·light.,) Okay? tet•s try it? Ready? 

After the first replication! was asked to verbali~e the 

instructions with the essential components being: (1) that he was 

to lift his .finger.from.the keys when the center lamp was lit; and 

(2) he was not to .remove his finger from the key when any of the six 

peripheral.lamps were lito If'.§. stated he was to push down on the 

key when the center lamp-was ll.t, j corrected him by.repeating that 

part of the original instructio~s, · i .• e .. , "you let go ot the key." 

As.! was seated tor the secQnd. ?"6plioation he was asked to repeat 

10 
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the instructions from the previous replication and then administered 

a test series atter j said "Ready?" When this replication was completed 

! was again asked to repeatthe·instructions. The following replications 

began with! saying\ "Ready?" .At the completion or the ten replications, 

! was again · asked to verbalize the t•sk. A:rter . each replication,• j 

said, "Good I . Fine t ff or "Very good I ff · 

The time between the "ready" ·. signal and the lighting or the first 

lamp was approximately one second. The time between the presentations 

of each trial was approximately 5 sec. A.generalized response was 

defined as one where! lif'ted his finger in response to the,lighting 

or one of ~e six peripheral lamps within the specified time limits. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The statistical· analysis. ot the. data indicated that the mode.a 

of responding were significantly different for the two groups. An 

extended Alexander Trend Test (Grant, 1956) supported the hypothesis 

that a parabola. would yield the line or best fit -for the data, i.e., 

the predicted generalization gradients were found. This is indicated 

by a significant (P < .001) quadratic component (sea Tabla 2). The 

gradients are illustrated in Figura 2. 

It may also be observed illl Figure 2 that there is a significant 

(P( .Ol) difference between the intelligenee groups, with the 

retarded group having a heightened generalization gradient. 

The prediction that the performance of' the two groups would 

meet over trials was supported (see 1Figure 3). There were no 

signiticant.dif'terences between the groups when the data for the 

last ti ve trials were a:nalyzed utilising a simple Analysis of _ 

Variance test (Table 3, P <.05). 

· The latency measures tor the normal is show that the average 

time to respond d~ not decrease over trials. The latency measures 

indicated a tendency .f'or the ret1,rdedia to initially show longer· 

response latencies which decreased over trials as predicted. 

The prediction that the SG of the retardates would be flatter 
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Tabl.e 2 

Alexander Trend Test Over Number or Generalized Responses 
for Normal azn Retarded Subjects (N = .'.3.2) 

Source df . MS F p 

Groups 1 52.os 
Ss/Groups 30 6.52 

Lights 5 6.85 5.84 <.001 

1. Linear 1 .26 .35 ns 

2. Quadratic 1 28.75 37.1.5 .z_.001 

3. Residual .J 1.72 1.19 na 

Groups X Lights 5 06) .71 ns 

§.s/Oroups X Lights lSo 1.17 

1. Linear :,o ., .74 

2o Quadratic '.30 077 

Jo Residual 90 1.4.5 

.Total 191 
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Table 3 

Analysis ot Variance tor N1llllber or Generalized Responses 
tor Nc;,rmal and Retarded Subjects Over .th$ La.st .Block 

of Trials (Trials 6-10) (N = 32) 

Source cir 

Total 31 

Mean l 

Treat 1 

Error .29 

10.13 

s.39 

F 

1.21 

p 

ns 
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than the corresponding normal .§.s was not substan,tiateci, in that 

there was not a significant·Lights I Groups interaction. 
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CHAP'rl:R IV 

DISCUSSION 

The finding ot the .present.study' support.results by Brown, 

et al (1951) that SG may be obtained with human §.s qp .a visual~ 

&p&ti~ task. 

Since the instructions stated that! was to.respond. to the 

·lighting of the center lamp and not to respond. to the-lighting 

ot the peripheral lamps; it is assumed that the obtained. gradients 

were due to a. strong set to respond tothe·lighting ot the center 

lamp. Tlais set to.respond. .showed-a generalization-like spread, 

with those lights nearest t.c, the 011nter lamp 'being res.pond.ed. to 

more.fN,quent4'. It appears·f'r• the evidence presented.·that the 

obtained gradients tor the retarded !a were actual differences and 

not a laok of understamliq ot the instructions in that thq'were 

able to verbalize the essential components ot the instructions on 

three ocassiona .. 

The dif'f'erenceis obtained. bet)re91(ltbfJ.intelli.gence gro:ups,-in 

the present study, art in contrast to Barnett (1959). He reported 

no differences in the generalisation gradients ot normal and retarded 

!s utilizing .a similar proced~. 'l'he failure to support Barnett.•s 

findings may be due to FOcedural differences. He used tour more 

st~us lamps (11 lamps) an:l seated the §.s closer (3.5 ft.) to the 

&PJ>Vatus. Each;§ was seen e:nly once wb.eN!aS in the present study 

18 
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each§. was seen. 10 times by Jo '?n~e were basic differences in th~ 

popuations. Barnett's !&1'ih~d a higher mean Ql. The retarded !s 

had a mean age .of 18.41.yrs. and the normal §.s had a mean age ot 17.03 

yrs. .His no~l'!s had a mean IQ of 102.27 and the retarded §s had 

a mean IQ of .50.oa. In the present· stuq t.h.e normal !s had .a mean 

IQ of 113,3 and the retard.ed!s had a me~ IQ of 68.87. Since Barnett 
' ' 

19 

did not report which intelligence test '.he used to . obtain his !s' JI 
scores, it is impossible to draw a~ comparisons between the populations 

in terms or IQ•s. 

Stimu1us generalization studies utilizing a ,classieal conditioning 

paradigm, i,e,,.requiring an involuntary response, have been ~ble to 

demonstrate.· regularly decreasing response late~cies, This finding 

has not been su.pported in studies that require a voluntary response. 

The latency measures in.the present study' indicated a tend.ency for the 

retardates to show-·regularly decreasing response latencies. This same 

tend.ency was not .found for the normal .§s. 

The failure to find a·signitioant 1 Lights X Groups interaction 

would se~ to suggest a basic similarity in the response patterns of 

the two groups and indicate the lack or important qualitative differences 

in modes ot responding. Such information, corroborated in other areas 

ot research, wou;Ld 11$.ke mere feasible the extensive use of.retarded 

§.s in the general investigations ot learning phenomena.··· 

Matzy" investigat_ors (Ellis, 19.58; Ellis & Girardeau, 1962; 

Girardeau,· 1959; Zea.man, House & Qrland0, 19.58; .·Zeaman & House, .. 1959, 

1962) have utilized mental retardates as !sin experimental research 

on learning problems. 



CBAP'l':s:R V 

S tllMARY AND IMPLIC.UIONS . FOi FURTHER .REEARCH 

The :present study was an attempt to determine whether the 

pe:,:,tornumqes ot normal and retard.ed·subjects yielded ditterent 

stimulus generalization gradients on a visual,...spatial task •. The 

stimuli were seven .l.aulps mounted horizontalq on a 6 .rt •. · black 

p4'wood boardo .There were 16 subjects in each group, each.being 

tested individually. The task required that the subject lift his 

finger from the reaction_key when the center lamp was flashed.but 

not to react when one of the six peripheral lamps was lighted. 

Performance was measured in terms of n'Ulllber et generalized responses 

and lateney of ·response. 

The results show significant ditf.erences (P <..Ol) between 

groups but the predicted (~ts I Groups). interaction etfects. 
. . . 

were not found. · :A tend~ t~ard, regular decreasing . response 

latencies were found ror'~e ret@ded subject, but the normal subjt!tcts · 

showed no COrJ,"esponding decrease in lateani&So 

Diseussion of the resuJ.ts emphasized the potenti;i.l impo~ance 

or mental .. retazodates as subje~ts in learntng experime:n:"t;s. 

There are UD3'implioations for f'urt.her researeh 1generated by 

this study .. · Kimble (l.96l)·reyiews tour. studies which indicate that 
,,,.-·· 1 • 

SG. cannot be accounted 'tor in. te~s of failure. to · discl'imitlate •. 

Prokasy (Prokaq, et al, 1963) .states that ICimble.•s ·arguements are 

20 
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not sufficient to negate the failure to discriminate hypotheses.· Prokasy

criticizes Brown's (Brown, et al, 1951) emphasis on speed of performance 

which may have obtained the observed gradients through failure to 

discriminate rather than SG., Knopf and:Fa;er (1959), using an apparatus 

similar to the one employed in the present":study, found ·signif'icant 
, 

differences (P = .001), b,t~een psychotics and neurotic patients• in 

terms of their SG gradientso: 13\lss (1955) using the Taylor ManU'est 

Anxiety Scale (TMAS) found no significant .differences between high 

and low anxious .§_s., It is felt that this variable needs further 

empirical research before the issue can be _dismissed. 

The experimenter is currently investigating two'of the issues 

raised in the above discussion. The projected exper~ental design 

will emphasiz~'three levels ot speed in the instructions and the §.s 

,will be selected in terms ot their scores on the '!'MAS, i.e.,, low vs 

·high anxious §.s. 

other researchers (Brown, 1964) have-suggested that SO may be 

due either to retinal disparity or a failure of l to indicate specific 

fixation points. An investigation of the influence of these variables 

on SG gradients is also underway. 

These types of investigations could very well be set up in 

i;nstitutions and schools fer the retarded and furnish the basis for a 

series of.similar experimental studieso 
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APPENDIX.A 



RAW DATA - NORMALS 

Test Repliciation Replication Total 
s CA rq Lamps 1-5 6-10 GR 

S1 14-11 100 1 
.., __ 

---2 
3 l 1 
5 1 2 '.3 
6 1 1 
7 

S2 15-6 125 l 
2 
'.3 1 1 
.5 
6 
7 

S3 14-11 103 1 
2 J 3 
3 1 1 
5 1 1 
6 2 2 
7 2 2 

S4 15-11 101 1 l/ 1 2 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 2 
5 3 J 
6 1 1 
7 1 1 

S5 14-10 123 1 
2 
3 1 1 2 
5 2 2 
6 
7 l 1 2 

S6 14-11 124 l l l 
2 1 l 
3 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 
7 

__ _, 
2 2 
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Test Replicatian Replicatian Total 
! CA m Lam Rs .1~5 1·1 6-10 .GR -

S7 14-11 102 1 1 1 
2 l 1 2 

' ' ' 5 l ·1 2 
6 1 l 
7 1 l 2 

Sa 15-7- 125 1 1 --- 1 . ' 

2 1 l 2 
3 1 1 
5 1 1 
6 1 ---- 1 
7 . --- 1 1 

S9 15-5 117 1 1 -- l 
2 ~---
3 1 1 2 
5 3 1 4 
6 ·1 1 
7 1 --- 1 

910 15-6 125 l -- --- ---
2 1 l 2 
3 1 2 3 
5 2 2 
6 1 --- 1 
7 ---~-

Su 15-2. 100 1 --- ---
2 l 1 2 
:, ' ' 5 ' ' 6 ---
7 2 2 

S12 15-2 108 1 l 1 
2 1 1 
3 l 1 2 
5 1 2 ' 6 1 1 
7 1 --- 1 

s1, 15-1 112 1 1 1 
2 --- ----
3 1 1 
5 
6 1 1 
7 

... ___ 
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Test Replication .'Replication .Total 
! .QA !Q. Lam;ps l"'.'5 6-10 GR 

S14 16-2 121 1 ---
2 1 1 
3 2 2 
5 2 2 
6 
7 

815 15-11 111 1 --- ---
2 --- ---
3 1 1 2 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 2 
7 ---

S16 15-3 116 1 2 2 
2 2 2 
3 2 1 3 
5 2 2 
6 2 1 3 
7 -- ---
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APPENDIX B · 



RAW DA.TA - MENTAL RE'l'ARDATES 

Test Replica~on Replication Total 
! .QA Ii Lamps l-5: . 6-10 GR 

617 15-10 .58 l 5 1 6 
2 3 4 7 
3 4 l 5 
5 3 3 6 
6 4 4 8 
7 2 2 4 

S1a 15-8 62 l --- --- ---
2 --
3 3 1 4 
5 l 1 2 
6 2 2 
7 1 1. 

S19 16-5 67 1 ~- --- ---. 
2 -~-- ·----
3 1 l 
5 --6 1 1 
7 -- --~ ----

S20 14-8 68 l 3 --- 3 
2 2 --- 2 

.:3 1 1 2 
5 4 l 5 
6 2 1 3 
7 --- ---

S21 16-5 73 l -- ----
2 3 --- 3 
3 2 2 
5 ---
6 --- ---
7 ---

822 15-3 87 1 2 1 3 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
5 3 2 5 
6 2 2 
7 2 2 
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Test Replication Replication· Total· 
s £! IQ. Lamps 1-5 6-10 GR 

S23 15-J 75 1 J J 
2 2 2 
'.l 3 --- 3 
5 4 1 5 
6 4 1 5 
7 3 3 

824 15-11 72 1 3 1 4 
2 1 1 
3 2 2 
5 3 2 5 
6 1 1 
7 1 2 J 

825 15-10 76 1 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 
5 1 l 
6 l l 
7 l l 

s26 15-11 .58 l 1 1 
2 
3 2 2 
5 1 --- 1 
6 ---
7 

s27 15-9 78 l 1 l 2 
2 2 l 3 
3 l J 4 
5 2 J 5 
6 
7 2 2 

s2a 14-11 77 1 2 1 3 
2 J l 4 
.J 2 1 J 
5 4 1 5 
6 1 1 
7 1 1 2 

829 15-3 73 1 3 3 
2 4 4 
3 1 --- 1 
5 2 2 
6 4 2 6 
7 2 2 
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Test Replication Replication Total 
s .Q! .m Limps l-..5 ,, .· 6-10 GR -

S30 lS-4 59 1 2 2 
2 2 l :3 
:, 2 2 4 
5 
6 1 1 2 
7 ---

s,1 15-l l 2 --- 2 
2 1 1 
J 1 1 
5 3 3 
6 2 1 :3 
7 2 1 3 

8J2 16-6 65 l 2 2 
2 2 2 
:, 2 1 J 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 
7 1 1 
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